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D&D

Tales
from the

Loop

Arkham
Horror

 

RPG

Generes &
examples

BOARD
GAMES

UNO

Star
Realms

Once
upon a

time

 

Card

Summoner
Wars

Munchkin

Sanctum

Magic:
the

Gathering

Battle

Civilization

Terraforming Mars

Scythe

Alchemics

Strategy



Computer Games

Honza Filip Patrik

Minecraft and Angry Birds
Minecraft was crate by Markus Notch.

Micraft was started in year 2009.

Angry Birds was started in 11
december 2009 year. 
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Supercell is Finnish
gameing company

and it is known
worldwide. Its games
inclue Clash of clans,
HayDay, Brawl Stars

and many other
games.

As well as Fingersoft,
resposible for Hill Climb
Racing series, or Riovo,

which made Angry Birds,
that were sold in more that

milion copies in just 43
minutes from its relase. That

record is still unbeaten.

Szymon,PiotrG,Stachu



Swamp soccer Swamp soccer is sport that
is only played in Finland. It
is like normal soccer but its

played in swamp. The
world championship is in

Hyrynsalmen Pölhövaaran
Vuorisuolla.

Elsa, Wilmiina and Helmililja



ANGRY BIRDS

This game was

released 10th

December 2009.

Klára, Matouš

Developer is

 Rovio 

Entertaiment.

The player must

retrieve bird's

eggs. 



Finnish baseball is Lauri Pihkala's developed a racket
game between two teams.

The object of the game is to hit the runs with your
own innings and prevent your opponent from hitting

the runs with the innings. The indoor players take
turns kicking the ball, and the outdoor players are
grouped on the field. One outdoor player acts as a
pitcher. The team gets a run when the progressor

has circled all three nests and returned to their
home nest.

 
 

Finnish baseball/pesäpallo

Mari, Neela and Ronia



WHAT IS THIS RULES HISTORY

It's quite similar to
bowling

You have to aim
with a pale to

another one and
every trunk have a
number of points

which you can get if
you overturn it

It became from
Kyykkä (several

years game)
 
 

mÖlkky

Marysia, Weroika, Estera



Outdoor games

In Finland Is
traditionale outdoor
games:
•Mölkky
•Kyykka
•Pesäpallo

Káťa And Kristi


